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Identification of the Servomechanism used for micro-displacement

Ioana-Corina Bogdan and Gabriel Abba

Abstract— Friction causes important errors in the control of
small servomechanism and should be determined with precision
in order to increase the system performance. This paper
describes the method to identify the model parameters of a
small linear drive with ball-screw. Two kinds of friction models
will be applied for the servomechanism looking to rise its micro-
positioning abilities. The first one includes the static, viscous
and Stribeck friction with hysteresis, and the second one uses
the Lugre model. The results will be compared taking into
account the criterion error, the accuracy and the normalized
mean-square-error of the identified mechanical parameters.
The coefficients of the models are identified by a recursive
identification method using data acquisition and special filtering
technics. The least square identification method is used in this
paper in order to establish the motor parameters used as
initial condition of the recursive estimation method. Computer
simulations and experimental results demonstrate the efficiency
of the proposed model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In present miniaturization technology is an important

subject in robotics having like objective the obtention of

smaller scales for products and devices. Miniaturization is

found everywhere starting from convenience goods, elec-

tronic products, optical devices, until industrial machines or

robots. The manufacturing chains of miniaturized devices

demands to industrial machines or robots a high accuracy

of micro-displacement, that imply the study of different

phenomena. The present work investigates the modeling

and the identification of a device used in the electronic

industry to make very small core for RFID components. The

device use the same technology as in micro-robotics. The

realization of these cores need a high precision and a good

synchronization between the linear axis displacement and the

winding rotation. Our objective is also to obtain a positioning

accuracy better than one micrometer and a settling time so

short as possible. This objective needs a precise modeling

of the axes and more specially the friction occurs during the

small displacement.

Friction is a phenomena more or less useful in indus-

trial applications, with undesirable characteristics, generating

heat, waste energy, but also positive aspects such as traction

or braking [16]. Friction is the result of many physical phe-

nomena, which depends on contact geometry and topology,

properties of surface materials of the bodies, displacement
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and relative velocity of the bodies and the presence of

lubrication [10].

Friction represents a nonlinear mechanical phenomenon

that is difficult to be completely modeled [5] and the

available friction models are empirical, based on limited

interpretations and observations, adapted for the specific

scope [15].

For ball screw driven servomechanism (BSDS), friction

plays an important role being considered a non-linear force

that deteriorates the performances of the positioning systems

[17] by steady state error, limit cycle or instability [5].

The BSDS may be composed by a servo amplifier, an

AC/DC motor, a mechanical drive system (ball-screw, lead-

screw or gears), a load, different sensors (encoder, resolver,

tachometers or current sensors), and a host controller which

generates the motion trajectories [14]. The driving mech-

anism (ball-screw) and the mechanical structure represent

the mechanical subsystem, while the motion generators and

the feedback controller with the sensors compose the control

subsystem [3].

Friction compensation methods are used to increase the

performance of the servomechanisms and to eliminate the

friction effects. The high gain feedback, the dither signals or

the friction compensation using a controller are reminded in

[10] and [18] like solutions that exceed the friction effects.

[2] proposed methods which include feedback and feedfor-

ward compensation. A feedback or feedforward torque/force

loop is given in [4] to compensate the friction using the

measured velocity and position. As solution for friction

compensation, [19] uses the acceleration feedback which

is obtained by differentiating the velocity signal or the

acceleration values described by an observer.

Other friction compensation methods were proposed in

[3], [5], [6], [11]. In [3], the authors use for friction com-

pensation an identification method in the frequency domain

that includes the static, Coulomb, viscous frictions and

the Stribeck effect. The parameters estimation is obtained

through the limit cycle analysis in velocity feedback loop.

For accurate friction identification a Butterworth filter was

considered into the velocity feedback loop. [5] use a neural

network model in addition with the friction model. [11]

proposes a dual speed controller composed by a controller

and a friction torque compensator, in order to compensate

the nonlinear friction torque. The friction torque compensator

adds additional torque corresponding to a nonlinear friction

of the mechanical device. Using the same idea, [6] proposes

a compensation technique for a positional-dependent friction.

The friction function is determined by measuring the static

friction in each position.
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The researchers studied and proposed static and dynamic

friction models but not for complex systems where external

loads appear. The numerical identification of parameters was

done for simple systems using the typical friction models

[10] (static friction models and dynamic friction models such

as Dahl, Lugre, Bliman-Sorine, Armstrong-Helouvry, Reset

Integrator, Leuven models).

In this work, we propose to identify the mechanical

parameters of the subsystem using friction models described

in the second part of the paper. We compare two different

models of friction identified with closed-loop simulations

using a recursive optimization method. In the same time

these results are compared with the least square identification

(LSI). The goal of this work is to find the best friction

model for a BSDS. The friction model is useful in control

systems, for the design of controller or observer in order to

compensate the friction effect.

II. MECHANICAL SYSTEM

Our experimental plant consists of two brushless motors

coupled with incremental encoders, two positioning con-

trollers from Maxon Motor company, two linear stages (the

first one with ball-screw and the second one with compliant

nut-screw), an incremental linear encoder and a PC. The

resolutions of the angle encoders are 500 impulsions/turn

and there are connected to the positioning controllers. The

communication for programming and data transfer between

positioning controller and the PC is done by a RS-232 serial

link. First of all, the study is oriented to the micro-positioning

of the ball-screw linear stage. Future works will hint to the

comparison of the two linear stages in function of micro-

positioning and friction compensation.

Fig. 1. Two Linear Stage of Experimental Plant

The equations of the behavior of the mechanical subsystem

(MSS) are obtained from the motion between the motor and

the ball screw driven (BSD):

¿m = Jmµ̈m + Cm + ¿ ′f (1)

¿ ′f = Jv µ̈s + ¿f (2)

¿f = Fd

R

´
(3)

Fd = Kl(µs −
1

R
xt) (4)

Fd = Mtẍt + Ff (ẍt, ẋt, xt) (5)

where ¿m is the motor torque, ¿ ′f is the torque due to the

driving system, ¿f is the load torque on the ball screw, Fd

is the driving force, µm is the motor position measured by

an encoder. The velocity of the motor is noted µ̇m and the

acceleration µ̈m. Jm and Jv are the inertia of the motor

shaft and the screw respectively. Cm is the friction torque on

the motor and screw side and Ff (ẍt, ẋt, xt) is the friction

force on the sliding table. Mt is the table mass, xt is the

axial position of the table, p is the ball-screw lead, ´ is the

efficiency of the ball-screw, and Kl is the equivalent stiffness

coefficient in the axial direction. The coupling between the

motor and the BSD has a torsional stiffness coefficient Kµ.

The load torque on the ball screw can be calculated by the

following equation:

¿f = Kµ(µm − µs) (6)

The linear to rotational motion factor is represented by a

parameter R calculated in function of the lead screw p:

R =
p

2¼
(7)

A modeling of the (MSS) was found in [3]. The MSS

being complex, a hypothesis of simplification was adopted:

the torsional stiffness coefficient Kµ being very high it is

assumed infinite and also the motor position µm is supposed

to be equal to the screw position µs = µm.

The new equations of the MSS are represented by (8)

resulted from the replacing of (2) in (1), (3), (4) with the

mention that µ̇s became µ̇m and finally (5).

¿m = (Jm + Jv)µ̈m + Cm + ¿f (8)

Fig. 2 shows the bloc diagram of the simplified mechanical

subsystem (MSS) from the resulted equations.

Fig. 2. Mechanical subsystem

Taking into account (1)-(5) and (9)-(13), where the number

of unknown parameters was 12, we observe in Fig. 2 that

the number of unknown parameters is reduced to 10.

III. FRICTION MODELS

Lots of studies show that friction limits the precision of

the positioning systems and arises theirs instability, but for

the control applications is needed a simple friction model

which captures the essential properties of the friction [20].

In [10], the friction models are classified into two parts:

static and dynamic friction models. The simplest friction

models found among the static models are the Coulomb and

the viscous frictions. Coulomb friction is always present and
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opposite to velocity. The magnitude of the Coulomb friction

depends on the normal force and the surface properties.

Viscous friction corresponds to the lubricated area, and it is

proportional to velocity. At zero velocity the viscous friction

is zero and for the rest, the friction component increase

or decrease with velocity. The lubrication phenomenon can

be considered on the basis of the Stribeck effect which is

opposite to velocity. The disadvantage of those two friction

models is that there are memoryless models that cannot

reproduce the stick-slip phenomenon in comparison with

some dynamic friction models [20].

The dynamic models capture the presliding phenomenon,

the rate dependence and the hysteresis effect. Dahl model is

also a simple dynamic model but it cannot predict stick-

slip phenomenon, needer the Stribeck effect but it was

largely used in engineering. Lugre model which is an ex-

tension of Dahl model observes the stick-slip motion and

the Stribeck effect [20]. The friction models are empirical,

based on interpretations and limitations, and adapted for the

servomechanism systems [15] [20].

Friction depends only on velocity for the simplest cases

when the friction study is realized for a single rotational

axis [1]. When the system contains external loads, the

perturbations will deteriorate the servomechanism parameters

so that the adopted friction model should be expressed also

as a function of position, velocity and for some cases as a

function of acceleration [9].

In our paper, there are two friction models considered. One

on the motor side expressed by (9) and one on the table side

given by (11). We consider only static and viscous frictions

on the motor side and a more complex expression function

of velocity and acceleration on the table side. For the motor

side, the Coulomb friction is represented by Fm and the

viscous friction by Bm. On the table side, the Coulomb

friction is represented by Ft and the viscous friction by

Bt, the Stribeck effect by the terms C1 and C2 with Vs

the Stribeck velocity. The acceleration µ̈t from the terms C1

and C2 permits to introduce an hysteresis effect while the

Stribeck effect represented by the exponential term with V s
does not occur during the decreasing phase of the speed, as

shown in Fig. 3. The equation (10) defines a fictive rotation

angle of the linear displacement of the table.

Cm = Fmsign(µ̇m) +Bmµ̇m (9)

µt =
xt

R
(10)

Ff = Ftsign(µ̇t) +Btµ̇t + C1 + C2 (11)

where
{

if µ̈t > 0 then C1 = Cs1
(1+sign(µ̇t))

2 e−(
µ̇t
Vs

)2

if µ̈t ≤ 0 then C1 = 0
(12)

{

if µ̈t ≥ 0 then C2 = 0

if µ̈t < 0 then C2 = Cs2
(1−sign(µ̇t))

2 e−(
µ̇t
Vs

)2
(13)

Another friction models are chosen in order to make a

comparison between our identification results obtained from
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Fig. 3. Friction model with hysteresis

(9) to (13). So for the motor side is considered the simple

friction model from (9), and for the table side the Lugre

model is applied, that has the ability to capture an internal

dynamic of the friction effects.

The Lugre model is expressed by (14) to (16) and de-

scribed by seven parameters: ¾0 the static friction coeffi-

cient, ¾1 the damping coefficient, ¾2 the viscous friction

coefficient, Vs the Stribeck effect velocity, z an internal state

variable, ®0 the Coulomb friction and the term (®0 + ®1)
represents the stiction force.

dz

dt
= v − ¾0

∣v∣

g(v)
z (14)

g(v) = ®0 + ®1e
−( v

Vs
)2 (15)

Ff = ¾0z + ¾1(v)
dz

dt
+ ¾2v (16)

The Lugre model is a dynamic model well adapted also for

micro-displacements. Eqs. (14) to (16) present the frictional

lag in sliding regime, the hysteresis behavior in pre-sliding

regime and the break-away force [21].

IV. IDENTIFICATION METHODS

The parameter identification is an experimental technique

based on algorithms and procedures that describes a math-

ematical model of the system using the measured data. The

algorithms are classified in non-recursive algorithms which

treat the input/output data on a time interval, and recursive

algorithms which proceed the input/output data at each

moment of time [8]. In our case data acquisition is obtained

using an interface provided by the positioning controller,

with two sampling periods of 1ms and 5ms respectively.

The objective is to identify the friction characteristic at the

beginning of the displacement. Using a sampling period of

1ms, the identification of inertia terms is more accurate and

by 5ms the friction parameters are more close for the real

values.
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Because the recorded outputs are noised [7], the signals

are treated by applying two successive third order filters. The

first one use a classic third order median filter and the second

one is a symmetrical non causal mean filter.

The measured data are the actual current value I and the

actual position value µm. To identify the servomechanism

parameters from equations (1) to (13), we need to know the

reference position value of the system, the velocity and the

acceleration of the motor. The velocity and the acceleration

are calculated using a non causal second order derivative

filter.

A. Recursive identification method

Fig. 4 shows the algorithm of the recursive identification.

The input x is the reference of the system, and the outputs y,

ẏ, ŷ, ˆ̇y are the measured position, measured velocity, model

estimated position and model estimated velocity respectively.

Fig. 4. Recursive identification algorithm

The algorithm try to find a mathematical relation between

the outputs and the input which maximize the behavior

similitude of the real system and the mathematical model.

The algorithm is applied till the square error "T is closed

by zero. The sensibility method from (17), composed by the

position error " and the velocity error "̇ gives us:

"T = ∥y − ŷ∥+ k∥ẏ − ˆ̇y∥ (17)

where k is a parameter of convergence. The program is

implemented under Matlab. We use the function fmincon
to find the minimum of a cost function "T (µ) which depends

on the parameter vector. The solved problems can be written

like : minµ "T (µ), lb ≤ µ ≤ ub with an initial condition µ0
obtained by the least square method and lb and ub are the

boundary conditions for the parameter estimation.

An application of this method can be found in [1], where

for a close loop system, the two tested friction models (see

section 3) are on the table side.

B. Least squares method

The least square method identification (LSMI) gives us the

possibility to write the nonlinear equations of the servosys-

tem into a linear way according to the parameters that should

be identified [1]. This method can be seen like a method of

fitting data. The objective is to adjust in a better way the

parameters of a model in manner to fit the data set.

The parameter estimation is obtained solving the new

linear equation which minimize the 2-norm of the error. The

model of the system must by written as follows:

M ⋅ µ = Ψ (18)

where Ψ is the output signal, M is the matrix of the measured

values and µ is the vector of the unknown parameters.

Applying the LSMI, the vector of the unknown parameters

will be computed using (19). In order to obtain an accuracy

of µ, the 2-norm condition number of [M ′M ]−1 should be

closed to 1.

µ = [M ′M ]−1M ′Ψ (19)

According to (18), the non-linear model will be written in

a linear form (see (20)).

[µ̈m µ̇m sign(µ̇m) f(µ̇m)][JmBmFmCs1]
T = ¿m (20)

where f(µ̇m) = 1+sign(µ̇m)
2 e−( µ̇m

Vs
)2 , Jm is the motor

inertia, Bm the viscous friction, Fm the Coulomb friction

and Cs1 the Stribeck effect. The parameter values are given

in table I.

While in our test, the velocity is strictly positive, the

coefficient Cs2 can not be identified with the LS-method.

TABLE I

PARAMETER RESULTS WITH LSMI

JT = 1.56 10
−5 kgm2 Fm = 0.01 Nm

Bm = 3.23 10
−5 Nms Cs1 = −0.020 Nm

V. CLOSED LOOP IDENTIFICATION

Fig. 5 shows the bloc diagram of the system with the

closed loop used for the control. The mechanical subsystem

is described in section 2. A PID controller is used to obtain

the current reference Î applied to the power converter. The

current of each phases of the brushless motor is controlled

by internal loops. The dynamics of these loops can be

represented by a first order transfer function with a constant

of time Tff . The motor torque is than given by Ke

Tffs+1 Î . It is

imposed a saturation of [−5A, 5A] for the reference current

and a quantization process is applied in order to describe the

motor position encoder.

Fig. 5. Close loop simulation model
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The same recursive estimation method is applied for

parameters identification, with the distinction that the error

criterion CCL, the precision parameters PCL and the normal-

ized mean-square-error MSE are calculated by (21), (22)

and (23) respectively.

CCL =
1

n
∥I − Î∥ (21)

with n the number of data from the vector I .

PCL =
∥I − Î∥

∥I∥
(22)

MSE = 100
(∥I − Î∥)2

(∥I −mean(I)∥)2
(23)

The normalized MSE indicates a good fit for values between

1% and 5%, and for values less than 1% indicates an

excellent fit [7].

TABLE II

PARAMETER RESULTS FOR A SAMPLING PERIOD OF 1ms

Proposed Model Lugre Model

JT = 1.47 10
−5 kgm2 JT = 1.46 10

−5 kgm2

Bm = 0.55 10
−4 Nms Bm = 1.04 10

−4Nms
Fm = 6.40 10

−3 Nm Fm = 6.11 10
−3Nm

Mt = 481 g Mt = 440 g
Bt = 4.35 10

−6 N s/m ¾2 = 3.76 10
−6 N s/m

Ft = 15.4 N ®0 = 8.03 10
−5N

Cs1 = 3.08 N ®1 = 7.6 10
−6N

Cs2 = 0.7 N Vs = 0.42 rad/s
Vs = 0.43 rad/s Kl = 2.33 10

−2 N/rd
Kl = 1.25 10

−2 N/rd Tff = 1.39 10
−5 s

Tff = 1.16 10
−5 s ¾0 = 1.9 10

−6 N/m
¾1 = 3.34 10

−6 N s/m

TABLE III

PARAMETER RESULTS FOR A SAMPLING PERIOD OF 5ms

Proposed Model Lugre Model

JT = 1.41 10
−5 kgm2 JT = 1.39 10

−5 kgm2

Bm = 0.61 10
−4 Nms Bm = 0.6 10

−4Nms
Fm = 3.52 10

−3 Nm Fm = 5.84 10
−3Nm

Mt = 419 g Mt = 503 g
Bt = 6.34 10

−6 N s/m ¾2 = 4.12 10
−6 N s/m

Ft = 6.03 N ®0 = 8.58 10
−5N

Cs1 = 2.32 N ®1 = 7.89 10
−6N

Cs2 = 1.7 N Vs = 0.43 rad/s
Vs = 0.51 rad/s Kl = 2.51 10

−2 N/rd
Kl = 3.32 10

−2 N/rd Tff = 1.41 10
−5 s

Tff = 1.48 10
−5 s ¾0 = 2.13 10

−6 N/m
¾1 = 3.28 10

−6 N s/m

VI. RESULTS AND COMMENTS

The numerical values of the optimization are shown in II

and III for different sampling periods. The left column of

the table gives the parameter values of the proposed friction

model and the right column gives the parameter values of

the Lugre model.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of friction torque estimation: proposed model (red)
and Lugre model(blue) for the sampling period of 5ms

Fig. 6 indicates that between the measured and estimated

current there is a good similarity. The optimum result ob-

tained by simulation with the proposed model is consistent

with the measured values. The blue line represents the square

of criterion error.

In Fig. 7 is represented the comparison between the

friction torque estimations by the proposed model (red) and

the Lugre model (blue) respectively. It can be observed that

the friction torque obtained by Lugre model is lower that

the friction torque resulted from the proposed model. At low

speed, the observed switching on the proposed model friction

torque is due to the combination of the static friction and

Stribeck friction terms.

The only way to determine the friction parameters and

show theirs accuracy is to conduct experiments. The friction

parameters are very sensitives to vibrations, velocity sliding,

temperature, humidity or dust. For our experiments, the

chosen velocity is relatively high for about 40 rad/s.

The moment of inertia JT is the sum of the motor shaft

and the screw inertia. The results show that for the two

set of friction models and for different sampling periods

the results are very close and can be compared with the
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numerical values provided by the manufacturer. The motor

inertia provided by the manufacturer is 1.01 10−5 kgm2. The

difference between the two values gives the screw inertia.

The viscous friction values for the motor side and the table

side obtained in close loop has small values of 10−4Nm and

10−6Nm respectively. There are not important influences in

the friction force, so these parameters can be neglected.

The Stribeck effect is represented by the term Cs1 and the

Stribeck velocity Vs. The values of Vs are close for the two

set of friction models used for the BSDM.

For the proposed model with a sampling period of 5ms
the criterion shows that the error is small, CCL = 5.4mA the

precision of parameters is around 10% and the normalized

mean-square-error is MSE = 1.43%. For the sampling

period of 1ms, CCL = 6.5mA, the precision is 7% and

the MSE is 0.60%. The obtained results of the proposed

model look more good than the results obtained using

the Lugre model, so for the sampling period of 5ms are

CCL = 5.8mA, PCL = 11%, MSE = 1.61%, and for

1ms sampling period CCL = 9.1mA, PCL = 10% and

MSE = 1.18%.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper proposes a method to identify the parameters

of the model for a mechanical system and more precisely

the friction model in order to achieve a good precision of

the micro-positioning of the BSDS. The friction model is

proposed for mechanical systems that use like load charge on

the motor, linear axis with ball-screw or compliant nut-screw

transmissions. The mechanical parameters are identified by a

recursive identification method which uses data acquisition at

different sampling periods. The least square method is used

to identify the motor parameters and includes them as initial

condition applied in the recursive method. The recursive

optimization method is done by a constrained minimization

algorithm. In the case of a parameter initialization given

by the least square method, the convergence is done with

200 iterative steps. The simulation and the experimental

results show that the error in close loop for the proposed

friction model and in comparison with the Lugre model is

smaller, it has a good accuracy for the identified parameters

and the normalized MSE shows a good fit of values for

a period of 5ms, and an excellent fit for the period of

1ms. The proposed model encourages future works as the

determination of the precision of the parameter estimation,

the comparisons of those results with new identification

friction models using data obtained from lubricated axes and

charging the table with different masses.
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